
Running On Sand 
Summer is now here and many of us are getting ready to spend some time at the beach. For some of 

us, that means we will be saying goodbye to the roads and the running tracks and begin to run on 

the beach. Running on sand is very different to running on hard surfaces; it has its benefits and 

dangers. This article is aimed at educating runners on what to watch out for when making the switch 

from cement to sand. 

Benefits 
 It’s said a change is as good as a holiday, so a change of your running scenery while you’re 

on a holiday must be twice as good. Getting outside and exploring a new area is a great 

motivator for most people, it’s a terrific way to break up your normal training routine. 

 We use roughly 1.6 times the energy to run in soft sand than hard surfaces. So sand running 

is a great way to work harder and cut down your training time. 

 When we run on sand we lose a lot of propulsion and ground reaction force as we sink into 

the sand. This causes us to engage more of our leg muscles for longer as we push ourselves 

out of the sand. This can help strengthen a number of different muscles throughout the 

lower limb. 

Risks 

 As we have said above, when we run in sand (especially soft) the muscles in our legs need to 

work harder in order to push ourselves out of the sand. This can help strengthen muscles 

such as our calves, quadriceps, hamstrings, gluteals etc. but this idea must be taken with a 

grain of salt (or sand). Due to the increased amounts of strain on the muscles, sand running 

can also lead to muscle tightness and damage. That’s why it’s important to slowly build up 

your training in the sand. 

 It is not just our larger leg muscles that are prone to injury in the sand. Two of the main 

differences that happen when running in the sand compared with firm ground are that in 

sand our heels sink further into the ground and our foot flattens and spreads to a greater 

degree. This places extra strain through the stabilising muscles in our feet and lower leg that 

help keep the bones in our feet congruent and stable. If we place too much load through 

these muscles we can end up with problems like plantar fasciitis, shin splints and achilles 

tendonitis. 

 Another hazard of beach running is that the surface is not always even. This can lead to 

ankle sprains, knee and hip injuries. So keep an eye out for holes and sand castles. 

Tips 

 It may seem like an obvious thing to do, but it’s very important to check the tide chart 

before leaving home! Most people like running on firm wet sand so it’s important to know 

when the tides out so there’s some available. 

 It’s very tempting to ditch the shoes and feel the sand between your toes if you’re planning 

to run on the beach.  If you are just starting out, it is advisable to keep your shoes on. Your 

shoe’s will help give your feet the stability they are used to while you adjust to the different 

stresses of sand running. 

 It’s no surprise that it can get quite hot at the beach, so it’s important to hydrate before, 

during and after your run. There’s also no shade and there can be a lot of glare of the sand 

and water so a hat, sunscreen and sunglasses are a must. 

 Beaches always slope down towards the water, so it is important you run equally in both 

directions. Always running one way along the water means you always have the same leg 

lower than the other which can lead to imbalance and injury. 
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